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Genetic sectoring in F3 progeny of a
Triticum pentaploid

generation advance formed the F 3 seed utilized in this
analysis. The variations in chromsosome numbers were
from 2n = 4x = 28 to 2n = 6x = 42. One derived F3
progeny yielded four plants with somatic counts of
40,40,4 I, and 40/80 sectored. The sectored 40/80 chromosome plant is reported here. The mitotic schedule of
Mujeeb et al. (unpublished) was followed for somatic
studies. Meiotic squashes were pn::pared from three
spikelets sampled individually from each of the four
tillers produced. Spikelets were fixed in acetic acidalcohol (I : 3) and stained by 2 percent propionicorcein. Chromosome pairing was scored in pollen mother
cells at diakinesis and first metaphase of meiosis.
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ORMAL nuclear divisions in exceptional cases
may spontaneously or by induction generate cells
N
with double the somatic number. Thus, somatic polyploidy provides for chromosome reduplication and autonomous chromatid separation at late prophase with the
remaining mitotic events eliminated. Geitler' termed.the
phenomena endomitosis; related terminology includes
DNA en<lorc:uupucauon. nuciear resmuuon, ana polyteny 10 • Polyteny, however, involves chromosome reduplication without the additional sister chromatid separation.
and creates cell types that maintain the basic somatic
chromosome number but possess multistranded chromosomes. Multistranded chromosomes have been observed
in the Gramineae where, in subsequent cell divisions,
centromere splitting occurred more precociously in
Hordeum and Triticum species than in Secale species 2 •
Mixoploidy. a result of cell populations carrying a
varied somatic chromosome number, may progress in
tissues to yield mosaics or chimaeras. We report such
chromosome sectoring in a Triticum species progeny
derived from its pentaploid series (2n = 4x = 28 x 2n
= 6x = 42). This spontaneous occurrence may explain the
induction of F 1 fertility in intergeneric hybrids developed
by post-fertilization paternal DNA insertion, and subsequent elimination 4 •5 •

Materials and Methods
Natural outcrossing between a self-sterile Triticum
durum (2n = 4t = 28, AABB) and Triticum aestivum
(2n = 6x = 42. AABBDD) produced the pentuploid
Triticum series (2n = 5x = 35, AABBD). Subsequent
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and assistant professor. respectively, in the Department of Grain
Science and Industry. Kansas State University, Manhattan.
Kansas 66506. Col'ltribution no. 942-J, Department of Grain
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Results and Discussion
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over subsequent generations dire~ted the Tritirnm pentaploid progeny toward l) 2n = 4x = 28 + (0 to 7). or 2)
2n = 6x = 42 - (0 to 7) chromosome plants. Our sectored
plant had a majority of 40 chromosome cells compared
to 80 chromosome cells. Figure I characterizes the
cellular and chromosome information. The large Jateprophase cell size (Figure IB) depicts the endopolyploid
nature constituted of 80 monochromosomes with a oossible diplochromosome derivation. D' Amato 6 reported
such derivations in differentiating tissues. The first
centromere splitting and loss of relational coiling appears
synchronous by mid/late prophase. Cells in e;~_ti:emely
early prophase were not observed; hence. the pi;esence of
diplochromosomes could not be ascertained. Eight satellited chromosomes (IB and VIB in four doses) \Vere
present. Meiotic analysis of each of the four tillers gave
a 1911 21 relationship in all cells scoreu. The 1411 were
derived from the A and B genomes, while D genome
chromosomes completed the observed meiotic configuration. The 80 chromosome cells were lost either through
cellular competition via somatic reduction, or by failure
to be carried sectorially into the tiller primordia.
Somatic doubling and genetic sectoring. although not
common phenomena in intraspecific hybrids, appear to
occur more readily in interspecific and intergeneric
hybrids. Various abnormal phenomena occur more frequently with crosses between increasingly divergent
germ plasm 8 • Chromosome anomalies are reported
regularly for intcrgeneric hybrids 1 • We have reported
anomalous chromosome behavior:i and have suggested
somatic doubling is a routine event in our intergeneric
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FIGURE 1-Triticum pentaploid progeny. A shows a mid·
prophase cell with 40 chromosomes. B-a mid-prophase
endopolyploid cell with 80 monochromosomes. C-mitotic

metaphase with 40 chromosomes. D-mitotic metaphase
showing endopolyploidy; 80 monochromosomes.
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cereal crosses associated with chromosome
tion 4 •5 and F 1 fertility.

Summary
A chance occurrence of genetic sectoring in F3 progeny
of pentaploid Triticum was observed in root tip cells.
Cells with 40 chromosomes were meiotically arranged as
19 11 21 in all tillers of the plant. The less dominant 80
chromosome cells did not transgress to the gametic tissue.
This spontaneous chromosome sectoring encourages
associating the phenomenon with post-zygotic somatic
doubling in our intergeneric cereal hybrids.
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